
EUR 5.600.000 
1071 Budapest,  

Dózsa György út 76-72 
Google map link: 

https://goo.gl/maps/SVjE375TkKLc6iFs6 

4 Star Boutique Hotel—22 Rooms—1 522 m2 

The building is half finished. The full façade and the historic staircase is completed. 

The inside renovation and furniture is extra. 

The estimate to finish off the works is 1M EUR. But it could vary from 1M to 1.5M 

depending on the selected materials  
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Antecedent: the listed building used to be a nursing home for the elderly, then it stood empty, in 2009 an office building they wanted to make it out of it - it had been expanded and renovated 

several times. In 2016 received a building permit as a hotel of 20 residential units – during construction, the following attic floor and modification of the roof structure of a large building is 

required. Both structures are lightweight HORIZONT was designed from a system with a valid NMÉ. The reinforced concrete coffin is instead of the slab roof structure is steel, and the shell 

is still tiled, the roof slab is also a space delimiter from the HORIZONT system has been selected. The smaller building remained flat-roofed - that doesn’t change. The contours of the two 

buildings do not change, the two buildings are classified into a fire section and a risk class - as there is no fire distance between them. 

Change in the 2017 amendment will include steel support structures instead of reinforced concrete pillars - fire protection 

with cover (A2 REI 30) 

1 / Location VII. ker. Dózsa György út 74. hrsz: 33468 

2 / Description of the characteristics of the existing and the planned building: There are two buildings on the plot - one is a cellar, 

- ground floor + first floor + attic, the other is only basement + ground floor + two storeys. Because there isn't and the fire distance between the two buildings is treated as a fire section. 

There will be trash cans in the yard located as well as mechanical components in open space, however, to avoid the risk of accidents. 

The levels: basement, ground floor + two floors + empty attic - where only the ventilators will be located. 

The walls are 40-50 cm vtg brick walls, in the basement partly a brick vaulted slab, partly a powder glass slab van. The floor and above-floor and attic slabs are quite varied: 24 cm thick, 

World Cup 

between beams brick lining, I between beams brick, 18-20 cm World Cup slab, 25 cm mon. vb slab 

The new slabs on the levels are reinforced concrete, the attic slab is the HORIZONT attic slab system, as is the Existing supporting structure: 60 * 60, 80 * 80, 50 * 40 brick pillars. Load-

bearing walls: 40-50 cm vtg. big size brick basement walls, plastered 30 cm, 45 cm existing large solid brick walls. The existing firewall is 30 cm vtg brick wall plastered. The new steel pillars 

will be given a fire protection cover with a declaration of performance each of the beamed slabs receives a fire-retardant mortar - 45 minutes above the basement and 30 minutes on the oth-

er levels. The previous attic will now be built in, above this will be a new attic - where there will be only mechanical engineering.  

The existing stairs stone or WC stairs, the new static dimensioned by the WC stairs. Above the first floor at the back above the flat roof, the distance of the tympanum from the firewall is an 

existing condition. The new structures: mon reinforced concrete slab, HORIZONT attic slab instead of mon vc coffin slab, and steel support frame also HORIZONT layered roof slab space 

delimiting structure, 30 cm vtg brick at the firewall, the partitions are qualified plasterboard system, in the attic 25 * 25cm WC pillar, new WC stairs. 

In the attic there will be engineering. Door requirement for non - built - in attic space: DEI2 30 

C2 

There is also an elevator in the building, which goes to the ground floor for fire alarms and power outages. 
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3 / Requirement according to destination: OTSZ § 37. Accommodation in case of destination between room units partition wall has a fire protection capacity of at least EI 30 minutes, there is 

no fire protection on the doors of the room units additional requirement as the building is in class AK 

Doors of storage rooms with a floor area of more than 20 m2 opening onto the traffic route shall have at least D fire protection class and EI2 30-C3 - equipped with an automatic closing de-

vice 

There is no crowded room in the building. 

4 / Classification of the building into risk class: 

§ 12 of the OTSZ. (2) The risk department of the risk unit is responsible for the preparation of fire protection documentation 

person in Section 10 (3) 



Will be sold to as an SPV.  


